CASE STUDY

Public Access Pathway - 7300 SqM

PEAK RESORT
The Project
Set in the heart of Derbyshire the £400 million Peak
Resort is one of the largest leisure developments in the
UK and will provide a gateway to the Peak District
National Park.
The ﬁrst phase of development required a 2,220 linear
meter public access pathway and bridleway around the
site. The surface had to be durable enough for heavy all
year round usage, have a surface ﬁnish that blended into
the natural surroundings and was easy to maintain.
The Solution
An initial technical consultation determined that the
most suitable product would be a 10mm to dust
self-binding gravel.
Several test patches from a range of suppliers were
completed onsite before it was determined that the Geo
Quarries Lincolnshire aggregate demonstrated excellent
performance characteristics, met the stringent
maintenance requirements and provided the desired
aesthetic ﬁnish.
The base preparation was 150mm depth of well rolled
recycled and quarried type 1 stone. A riverside section of
the walkway contained areas of no dig due to the
presence of tree roots and this section had retaining
boards installed to the sides of the path.
The Geo Quarries 10mm to dust stone was laid to a
depth of 75mm then dry rolled to achieve a maximum
compaction of 60mm, this was then wet rolled to
produce the natural bind and surface ﬁnish.
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The Benefits
A single source of supply eased supply chain and
consistency of material worries and also ensured that on
time delivery met program expectations. The
partnership-style approach of Geo Quarries meant that
technical queries and inspections were carried out
without delay to the construction timeline. An onsite
laboratory with a dedicated technician ensured that the
material met the correct quality standards, providing
further conﬁdence that product was suitible for the
project.
In addition to its appearance, the smooth
semi-permeable surface has delivered the practical
beneﬁts that the project required. Any areas of damage
and remedial works are quite easily rectiﬁed by loosening
the surface, re-applying the self-binding gravel and
rolling, the ﬁnished repair is invisible.
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